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Motivation

Complementarity between the energy and precision frontier

Possible light new physics. For example Z´s.  

Future low energy experiments will be able to measure   

the weak mixing angle with tiny error ~0.0003.

Marciano, Davoudiasl, Lee (2014)
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Boughezal, Petriello, and Daniel Wiegand (2021)
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Definitions

Including loop corrections

At leading order 

MSOn shell
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Polarized electron scattering 
Asymmetry at NLO
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RGE

Numerical constants,  
depend on the number 
of particles

Disconnected 
contribution

Solve for        to get        !
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RGE down to zero

Below the particle mass, such particle is removed from the RGE. 

The numerical values         will change.  

Need to disentangle the contributions of the strange, up and down 
quarks 

Need to estimate the disconnected contributions
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The light quarks



The light quarks

Data pQCD

 24 M. Davier A. Hoecker, Malaescu,  Zhang 2017
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Strange quark contribution
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Strange quark contribution

Use channels that correspond to strange quark current: 
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Strange quark contribution

Use channels that correspond to strange quark current: 

For kaon channels we take a 50% contribution     50%. 
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Strange quark contribution

Use channels that correspond to strange quark current: 

For kaon channels we take a 50% contribution     50%. 

After combination with lattice (RBC and UKQCD 2016): 

arXiv:1712.09146
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Error budget
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Error budget

  
RBC/UKQCD 1512.09054
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In the         scheme at   (Marciano and Czarnecki 1995). μ = MZMS

Polarized electron scattering asymmetry at NLO

same logs!
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Combine with lattice results  to the           vacuum polarisation  here at Mainz 
(arXiv:2203.08676)

Outlook.
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Use q dependent vacuum polarization to improve the results on 
box diagram (Möller)

Find a way to systematically re-sum contribution from the 
boxes, LEFT? 


